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Dear XYZ 

 

 

Please find our analysis for your Personal Saturn Transit report 2017. 

 

 

We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyse your birth chart. The accuracy of the 

predictions depends on the accuracy of the time of birth given to us by you. Kindly note that as per 

Vedic Astrology the stars will control only 75% of your life and the critical 25% will be your own 

efforts. We wish you luck and pray to God that you overcome all obstacles in your life.  

 

 
 

 

With Warm Regards 

Dr J N Pandey 

Chief Astrologer 

Team Cyber Astro 
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Your Birth Details 

 

Name XYZ 

Date Of Birth MM/DD/YYYY 

Time Of Birth HH:MM:SS 

Place of Birth City, Country 

 

 

Your Vedic Birth Chart 
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Brief Description Of Your Vedic Birth Chart 

 

Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna) Taurus 

Your Vedic Sun Sign Aries 

Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi) Capricorn 

Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra) Shravana, 3rd Phase 

Retrograde Planet/s Saturn 

Combust Planet/s None 

Exalted Planet/s Sun, Venus 

Debilitated Planet/s None 
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Position Of Planet Saturn In Your Birth Chart& It’s Impact On You 

 

 

In your birth chart, planet Saturn is the lord of 9th house, which is house of fortune and of 10th 

house, which is the house of profession. It is placed in your 5th house, the house of children in the 

sign Virgo and giving aspects on 7th house i.e. on house of marriage and education, on 11th house 

i.e. on the house of income and on 2nd house, which is the house of family. 

 

 

Therefore, the above placement and influence of Saturn in your birth chart can be said a positive 

indication on your life. It would give you a sincere and dedicated nature towards your 

responsibilities. It would also ensure good income and financial prosperity throughout your life. 

This position of Saturn would also play positive role on family front, happiness of children and 

enjoyment of romance life. 

 

 

However, the influence of other planets would also play role in the happiness of romance life, 

especially the role of Mars due to Manglik status of your birth chart. 

Even then, the role of Saturn would be very supportive in your life on financial front and it would 

ensure good income as well as accumulation of wealth in your life. Saturn would also ensure to get 

good status on professional front as well as in social life. 
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Relation Between Transiting & Natal Saturn & It’s Impact On You 
 

 

Planet Saturn is going to transit in to Sagittarius on 26th January 2017 for next two and half years, 

which is the 8th house from your ascendant. Since your natal Saturn is placed in the 5th house so 

this transiting Saturn in Sagittarius will be in 4th house from natal Saturn and natal Saturn will be 

in 10th house from transiting Saturn. 

 

 

Hence, this 4/10 relation between transiting Saturn and natal Saturn can be said a favorable 

relation, which could produce much beneficial results for you in upcoming two and half years 

period. Hence, during this period this relation of transiting and natal Saturn indicates very good 

growth on career front where in a way you will reach top position in your career. The profile and 

work done during this period would prepare the back ground to plan your retirement from 

professional life in a dignified manner. 

 

 

Due to this relation of transiting and natal Saturn, you would also make good investment in 

purchasing of house, vehicle and other comforts of life. Along with purchasing of these items you 

are also going to have good enjoyment of physical comforts of life as well as of romance life. 

Domestic life and relationship would be bliss full and you would also get better cooperation and 

support of family members. 
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Shani Sade Sati Period For Your Birth Chart 

 
Moon sign is the sign, in which Moon is placed in your birth chart. This is the sign Capricorn in 

your chart. Saturn transits for approximately two and a half years in a sign. The transit of Saturn 

from one house prior to Moon, in the Moon sign and the house next to the Moon sign is known as 

7-½ year transit of Saturn. In other words, the transit of Moon one house before the Moon sign, 

from the Moon sign and one sign next to the Moon sign is called Shani Sade Sati. These signs are 

Sagittarius, Capricorn and Aquarius in your Moon chart. This transit comprises of three phases. 

The transit of Saturn from the twelfth house from the Moon sign in a birth chart is known as the 

first phase. Its transit from the Moon Sign is known as the second phase. However, the transit of 

Saturn in second house from the Moon sign is called the third phase. Generally, this phenomenon 

occurs three times in the lifetime of an individual.  

 

 

Planet Moon is placed in the sign Capricorn in your birth chart hence, your Moon sign is 

Capricorn. The analysis of your birth chart indicates that planet Saturn would enter into Sagittarius, 

you would come under the influence of first phase of Shani Sade Sati. The cycle would be in 

operation from 27th January 2017 and would last till 29
th

 March 2025. 
 

 

 

Sade Sati Phase Start Date Ending Date 

First Phase 27th January 2017 24th January 2020 

Second Phase 25th January 2020 17th January 2023 

Third Phase 18th January 2023 29th March 2025 
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Overall analysis of Shani Sade Sati for your birth chart 

 
It is said that most of the period during seven and a half years’ cycle of Saturn is troublesome. For 

example one might encounter laziness, mental stress, conflicts, health problems, losses due to theft, 

fire, debts, death of elders in the family etc. On the contrary, the entire period of seven and half 

years is not painful. Some auspicious events like marriage, birth of children in family, elevation in 

professional career, foreign travel may also take place. The first cycle of Saturn is sometimes tense 

and one might encounter physical pains coupled with obstructions and the hardships. During the 

second cycle, Saturn exerts moderate influences compared to the first cycle. However, one may 

achieve success during this period by increasing efforts or physical labour. Despite occasional 

mental stress, the progress continues. Notwithstanding the above one may experience separation or 

loss of some of the elder persons in the family during this time frame.  

 

During this period of Shani Sade sati, you could face certain challenges in life but you would get 

minimised effect of sade sati due to the relation between transiting and natal Saturn in your birth 

chart. Since, this combination is going to be helpful for you so you would be safe from the adverse 

effect created by Shani Sade sati. Even then, the first phase of Sade sati can be said challenging on 

professional part where you would face obstacles and issue with the execution of your plans. Since, 

the Ashtak Varga strength of Saturn is very low in sign Sagittarius so, there could be mental stress 

due to lack of cooperation in professional life but relationship on personal front could be able to 

give you emotional strength to fight with the situation. Rest two phases of Sade Sati would play 

much supportive role to accomplish your responsibilities in professional as well as in personal life. 

Please go through the phase wise analysis of Sade Sati period to understand and plan your sade sati 

period in advance. 
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Phase wise explanation of Shani Sade Sati (7 ½ Year Cycle of Saturn) 

 
� First Phase Analysis: 

 
The first phase of sade sati would be in operation from 27th January 2017 and would last till 24th 

January 2020. The influence of the first phase of the 7-½ year cycle is on the head of a person. 

Hence various controversies and tensions crop up. Worries in the day-to-day life increase. As a 

result of which, one is likely to come across numerous tensions and problems during this time 

frame. In addition to this, financial constraints, dissatisfaction from professional viewpoint, 

problems in domestic life etc. might result in upheavals in routine life during this period. As 

mentioned above, your Moon sign is Capricorn. During the first phase of Sade Sati, Saturn would 

be passing through the sign Sagittarius so it would influence your mental peace be it related to 

personal life or professional life. The malefic nature and influence of Saturn indicates that you are 

likely to encounter some sort of difficulties in enjoying some of the traits which is necessary to 

have peace and enjoyment in life, during its first phase. The analysis indicates that you would find 

the period during November-December 2017 to be demanding from the viewpoint of your personal 

life as well as professional status. You are advised to pay attention towards your health, family life 

and keep a tab on expenses. It would be further beneficial to continue working with your present 

employer and avoid cropping up differences with the higher ups or the persons in authority. 

 

� Second Phase Analysis: 

 
As per the analysis of your natal chart, you would be under the second phase of Sade Sati (the 7-

1/2 year cycle of Saturn transit) from 25th January 2020 to 17th January 2023. According to the 

position of planet Saturn in your horoscope it is responsible for creating problems in your life. As 

Saturn is placed in the 5th house in retrograde position so the problem could be related to children 

as well as relationship with them could create certain issues in life. 

 

As Saturn is an opposing planet for you, so it is playing a unfavorable role in your chart. So, the 

2nd phase of Sade Sati (the 7-1/2 year cycle of Saturn transit) period would be antagonistic for 

you. As the effect of 2nd phase of Sade Sati between January 2020 and January 2023, would be on 

your career, so you may not get proper work opportunity as well reward in your career. At the 

same time there could be also some bad effect on your health, particularly related to bone, joint 

pain and abdominal problem. As the planet Sun is also situated in the cancer sign in your  

horoscope, so there was conjunction of Sun and Saturn. As conjunction of Sun and Saturn gives 

temporary break in the career or it also gives a new career. Therefore, you might experience break 

in your career for some time or you may start a new career or could be associated with new work 

field. In conclusion, you should be ready for a change related to your career or you can plan also 

for such change career or could be associated with new work field. In conclusion, you should be 

ready for a change related to your career or you can plan also for such change. 
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� Third Phase Analysis: 

 
The third phase of 7-½ year cycle of Saturn would operate from 18th January 2023 to 29th March 

2025. It is said that the influence of the last phase of the 7-½ year cycle is on the legs of a person. 

During this time frame, Saturn would be passing through the sign Aquarius that represents income, 

wealth and fulfillment of desire in a person’s life. The analysis indicates that you might experience 

some sort of troubles in enjoying some of the above-mentioned traits to their full strength during 

this time frame. It is also possible that this might result in unnecessary running from pillar to post. 

Success in any work would be attained after painstaking efforts of a very high order. The results on 

the professional front would be less compared to your efforts. You would be preoccupied on the 

professional front and this would create problems in discharging your social and personal duties. 

To remain on the safer side, you should remain cautious regarding your social status as well as 

family life during this time frame. It would be further beneficial to take care of your health and 

keep expenses under control. 
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Effect Of Current Dasha Period During The Shani Sade Sati 

 
At present you are passing through the main period of Saturn till 16th February 2017 and after that 

you would be under the main period of Mercury for next 17 years. So, in a way during the whole 

period of Shani Sade Sati you would have influence of main period of Mercury. Since planet 

Mercury is the lord of your 2nd house and 5th house and it is placed in the 12th house so, it would 

mainly affect the areas of life related to those houses. Hence, you could face certain challenges of 

financial front due to over expenditure and accumulation of wealth in compare to your income. 

 

During this transit period of Saturn in to sign Sagittarius i.e. during the first phase of Sade Sati 

from January 2017 to January 2020, you would face two sub periods in the main period of 

Mercury. There would be sub period of Mercury in the main period of Mercury till July 2019 and 

after that there would be sub period of Ketu in the main period of Mercury till January 2020. Since 

Mercury is placed in the house of foreign land and it is lord of house of family and house of 

children so, it would play a supportive role with respect to your stay in foreign country as well as 

on professional front. This period would also help you to accomplish certain responsibilities related 

to children despite of having differences with them due to first phase of Sade Sati.  

 

However, the sub period of Ketu in the main period of Mercury from July 2019 to January 2020 

cannot be said a favourable period for you, which could create lots of issues on professional and 

personal front. It could also give you financial stress so, you should take every decisions very 

cautiously. You would find this period to be stressful from personal as well as monetary viewpoint. 

You need to work hard, rein in expenses and pay attention towards the health of your mother. It 

would be further beneficial to follow a tolerant approach, remain watchful from the viewpoint of 

your own health and avoid indulging in confrontations. Even then, this period could make you 

comfortable on financial front and it would ensure good income during this period.  

 

During the second phase of Sade Sati from January 2020 to January 2023, there would be sub 

period of Ketu in the main period of Mercury till July 2020 and after that there would be sub period 

of Venus, which would continue till May 2023. During the sub period of Ketu till July 2020, you 

should maintain a cautious approach in close relationship too. Since, Ketu could create confused 

situation so do not try to be judgemental on any one and try to pass this time without getting 

involved in any controversy. 

 

However, after the sub period of Ketu, the sub period of Venus in the main period of Mercury 

would generally play a supportive role with you. During this transit period of Saturn in to 

Capricorn, you would encounter mainly sub periods of Venus in the main period of Mercury but 

there would be sub period of Ketu in starting. So, the sub period of planets during the second phase 

of Sade Satin could produce mixed results for you. However, the sub period of Venus in the main 

period of Mercury would play a favourable role on romantic front as well as with respect to 

engagement in social life.  
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Your income would be on higher side and you could also acquire so luxury items in your life. This 

period is quite favourable for enjoying domestic bliss, attaining success in career as well as for 

overcoming your adversary. In fact, you would be enjoying suitable rewards of your sincere efforts 

during this time frame. 

 

 

During the third phase of Sade Sati from January 2023 to March 2025, there would three sub 

periods i.e. of sub period of Venus, Sun, and Moon, which can be said a supportive period during 

the challenging period of third phase of Sade Sati or transiting Saturn. On professional front, you 

could take some risky decisions and that would play a supportive role to enhance your profile and 

status at work place. It would also support you to get better enjoyment of romance life and improve 

relationship with romance partner during this period. 

 

 

After the sub period of Venus, the sub period of Sun started from May 2023 could bring further 

better situation on professional front and you could take under control the things if there was any 

issue to make it on proper place. Finally, the sub period of Moon started from March 2024 and 

effective till March 2025 would be instrumental for fulfilling desires as well as for attaining 

success in career. However you need to take significant decisions carefully during this time frame 

because the chances of your decisions going wrong would be on the higher side. 
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Special Comment On Your Primary Concern For Present 
 

 

Regarding your concern, I would like to inform you that I have given enough information above so 

that you could be able to know that how this transit is going to affect you. However, regarding your 

job, the transit of Saturn can be said more responsible along with influence of sub-sub period of 

Rahu since October 2016, which is creating hurdle on your professional and financial front. 

 

 

However, after 16th February 2017, the sub-sub period of Mercury along with transit of Saturn in 

Sagittarius would help you to get a job by June 2017. So, you should work with right mind frame 

and you would get a job any time between February to June 2017. 
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Recommendation Of Most Suitable Astrological Remedies 
 
 

I would suggest you to wear 5 carats of Emerald in a Gold ring in right hand’s little finger on 

Wednesday as soon as possible to get better support of the main period of Mercury started from 

16th February 2017 for next 17 years, which would help you in the every aspects of life. 

 

I would also suggest you to wear Hanuman Kavach till March 2025 to minimise the bad influence 

of Shani Sade Sati.  

 

In order to know more about the remedies given above, please click on the links below; 

 

� Emerald; https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_emerald.asp  

 

� Hanuman Kavach; https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/hanuman_kavach.asp  

 

 

May God Grant You Peace & Prosperity in your Life.  

 

With Warm Regards, 

 

Dr J N Pandey. 


